
Wednesday 10th February 2021 

Good morning Sapphire,  

Maths: We are continuing to look at equivalent fractions for another couple of days. As usual watch the video 

Spr4.6.2 - Equivalent fractions (1) on Vimeo and have a go at the worksheet. There’s also a challenge sheet for those 

who want it. 

English: Yesterday, I know you would have worked very hard editing your diary entry and improving it where 

necessary. Today is the final day on this project. I want you to write or type it up, making sure you include all the 

corrections and improvements. You will all be at different stages, some of you will be further ahead than others. If 

you are nearly finished and today’s session won’t take long, maybe you could draw a detailed picture of your home/ 

family/ village or animals. Also remember to put the date and Dear Diary at the top. I’ve read all of the work that 

you’ve sent me so far, and I’ve been very impressed with the quality of work, I’m very excited to receive the final 

pieces.  

 
Art: Today I want you to explore an impressionist artist called Monet. I’ve chosen him as he painted lots of 
landscapes, many including water. Read through the power point as it will give you some background knowledge to 
this talented artist and his work. Then watch the 2 short videos, which will guide you through creating your own 
Monet painting. The videos focus on shading, blending and perspective techniques using pastels and water colours. 
If you don’t have pastels, you could have a go with crayons. Monet Bridge Lesson video 1of 2 - Bing video  
Monet Bridge Lesson video 2of 2 - Bing video PARENTS THESE VIDEOS ARE ON YOU TUBE, SO SUPERVISION IS 
NEEDED. If you don’t have any paint or pastels, you could try creating a Monet style picture using coloured pencils.  
 
Music: Today we’ll be joining Mr Paleka again for our 3rd lesson in Pulse and Metre. Today’s session is exploring 2 
beats in a bar and you will need a plastic cup. Follow the link and enjoy making some music Exploring 2 beats in a bar 
(thenational.academy). 
 

Bad Teacher Joke:     
                                
Q: Did you hear about the artist that always took things too far? 
A: She didn’t know where to draw the line.    
  
                                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Photo by Unknown 

https://vimeo.com/504472462
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+a+monet&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dhow%2bto%2bdraw%2ba%2bmonet%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=A2CF0943705BDB8DC6E2A2CF0943705BDB8DC6E2&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+a+monet&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dhow%2bto%2bdraw%2ba%2bmonet%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=131DEA4A3AD3CB3583F7131DEA4A3AD3CB3583F7&rvsmid=A2CF0943705BDB8DC6E2A2CF0943705BDB8DC6E2&FORM=VDQVAP
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/exploring-2-beats-in-a-bar-6xk34d?activity=video&step=1
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/exploring-2-beats-in-a-bar-6xk34d?activity=video&step=1
http://www.allwhitebackground.com/painting.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Just for fun... 

 

 

 

  

 



 


